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Abstract. For testing of circumferential welds at thin-walled pipes with wall thickness 
lower than 6 mm using ultrasonic methods no standardization is available at the 
moment. Nevertheless, there are newest technologies available such like Ultrasonic-
Phased-Array-Technique and semi-automated handheld-Scanner for pipes, with 
which it is possible to achieve promising and reliable results in that area. In order to 
bring the technique in operation in the field of coal-fired power plants or 
petrochemical industry a validation is needed, which will be approved by the 
inspecting authorities.  
 In that article we will present a successful validation of an Ultrasonic-Phased-
Array-Method for testing circumferential welds at thin-walled pipes with a wall 
thickness lower than 6 mm. Therefore, the complete geometry area was divided into 
several clusters, and single elements of that matrix were validated. The procedure is 
conform to the guideline VGB R-516 and other established standards. Besides 
theoretical analysis including simulations of the sound paths and reflections, extensive 
practical tests were performed. For this purpose six typical types of defects were 
analysed by using a large number of test samples and the probability of detection was 
determined using this practical method. The result of this work is a report for 
validation for each geometry cluster of the pipes including an inspection instruction 
and a qualification instruction for the testing equipment and the calibration samples.  
Based on that validations the Ultrasonic-Phased-Array-Method was accepted by the 
inspecting authorities and thereby allowed to use in the regulated area of coal-fired 
power plants by a NDT-service provider and was applied very successful at several 
thousand welds. 

Introduction  

The certain, simple and reproducible testing of circumferential welds on pipes is an important 
question in non-destructive testing of coal-fired power plants and chemical industry. In that 
area the testing of thin-walled pipes with a thickness lower than 6 mm is covered by the actual 
standardization only using the radiographic inspection. But this is a very extensive method, 
which needs a very long maintenance time due to very small time periods for radiation. By 
using the ultrasonic method it is possible to test such circumferential welds much faster, also 
in a shift-working-system. Defects with notch-effect in the weld can be detected much more 
easily by using ultrasonic methods in comparison to radiographic inspection. This makes the 
ultrasonic method to a more certain method. 
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For thin-walled circumferential welds on pipes with wall thicknesses lower than 6 mm, which 
appear on thousands in power plants and chemical plants, suitable Phased-Array-Equipment 
including semi-automated Scanners are available on the market in the meanwhile. A very 
complex sound propagation is existing in the thin walls, which is characterized by strong 
defocussing of the sound beam simultaneous to extremely short sound paths due to the short 
distances in the pipe-wall. This determines, that a sophisticated preceding of the testing 
procedure additional to numerous experience of the inspection personal is needed for a save 
and reproducible testing. But these things don’t help in case the method has to be applied in 
regulated areas such as coal-fired power plants, due to the fact that they are excluded from 
the actual standardization. That is why an extended qualification of the method was 
performed to verify the suitability of the method for the described application. This 
Validation is the main topic of this paper. 

1. Development of the Ultrasonic-Phased-Array Method for thin-walled pipes 

The Ultrasonic-Phased-Array method (HUGE-NDT) has been developed and optimized by 
the team of the certified testing lab of the Fraunhofer IKTS in Dresden in close cooperation 
with the service provider for non-destructive testing: Ingenieurbüro Prüfdienst Uhlemann. 
The method consists of a special arrangement of Phased-Array-Probes, special adjustment of 
the system, a special calibration as well as a selected assessment of the signals. It is used 
commercially available equipment. The equipment consists of an ultrasonic-phased-array 
tool with minimum 64 channels, two phased-array-probes with 32 elements, a manually 
operated scanner for pipes with outer diameter between 20 and 100 mm, suitable wedges and 
a system for continuous water supply. The following figure 1 shows photographs of the 
system in use.  
 

  
Fig. 1. Photographs of the Ultrasonic-Phased-Array-System in use: left the complete system (without the 

water supply), right the scanner with the probes applied on a thin-walled weld 
 
Besides these tools the calibration blocks are a fundamental part of the system. The included 
special calibration reflectors are a custom product at the moment. By using the described 
equipment, the optimized and validated test procedure including the calibration blocks, it is 
possible to perform save and repeatable Ultrasonic Phased Array measurements on thin- 
walled pipes with wall thickness below 6 mm. Figure 2 shows an example of a typical result 
of these measurements.   
 
The development of the HUGE-NDT-method needs lots of years during that the proceeding 
was often varied and optimized and the experience grows. When the team was sure having 
finished a successful solution for the proceeding, the validation started. Based on the 
successful validation of a few pipe geometries, the method was allowed to use inside of the 
regulated areas of coal-fired power plants. The received results during this particle operation 
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confirmed the good results of the validation. Due to that the method was applied up to now 
on more than 8000 thin-walled welds in coal-fired power plants on ferritic steel as well as 
austenitic steel.  
 

 a) 

  
b) 

Fig. 2. Typical result on a pipe (outer diameter 60 mm, wall thickness 4.5 mm, austenitic steel) with cracks in 
the weld root: left (a)) a part of the ultrasonic signals (sector scan of one sensor); right (b)) the according 

radiography measurements 
 

2. Proceeding of the Validation 

The first validation was desired by a large operating company for coal-fired power plants. 
They defined some of the frame conditions, which includes the kinds of defects which has to 
be analysed as well as the tested geometries. That is why the validation was performed for 
the defects: cracks, lack of fusion, incomplete penetration, excess penetration, porosity and 
tungsten inclusions. The analysed geometries are: 21.3x3.6; 31.8x4.0, 33.7x4.0 and 60.3x5.6 
(each: [outer diameter in mm] x [wall thickness in mm]).  
 
The proceeding for validation was leaned on the guideline VGB R-516 and the defined 
procedure of the certified testing lab of the Fraunhofer IKTS in Dresden for validation cases. 
It includes the following steps: 

1) Analysis of the existing standards 
2) Theoretical analysis and simulation of sound field 
3) Systematic investigation of test blocks (empirical method) 
4) Comparison with other test methods/reference methods (radiography) 
5) Proof of completion of the defined area (geometry, material, types of defects) 

In the following paragraph the proceeding is described in detail.  
 

 
Fig. 3. Matrix of geometry clusters of the area excluded from the actual standardization: each cluster needs an 

appropriate inspection instruction and validation, the three green clusters are actually finished with that 
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Due to the complex sound propagation in the thin walls, naturally each variation of geometry 
has to have an appropriate inspection instruction and validation. To simplify the validation 
for other pipe geometries, the pipe geometries are divided into clusters according to Figure 
3, where all geometries in one cluster can get one procedure (inspection instruction and 
validation). This is a suitable solution due to the fact that there are relatively large fabrication 
tolerances in the pipe geometries, which are in that dimension and which has to be observed 
anyway. 

3. Realization of the Validation  

3.1 Analysis of existing standards 

The validation starts with the analysing of the actual standards. This includes standards which 
are actual valid as well as standards in planning and technical guidance. They were checked 
for rules which contraindicate the testing procedure in the inspection instruction in a great 
extent on one side and on the other side they were checked for rules and approaches which 
can be a basis or inspiration for the analysed testing procedure. The standard with major 
relevance is the ISO 13588 (Non-destructive testing of welds - Ultrasonic testing - Use of 
automated phased array technology). It excludes the area of wall thickness below 6 mm, but 
it could not be found any rules in the general description which contraindicate the testing 
procedure of HUGE-NDT, although the standard deviates in many points from the testing 
procedure of HUGE-NDT. In other standards such like ISO 17640 and ISO 11666 (standards 
for weld inspection using single transducer probe) were found some suitable suggestions for 
signal evaluation, especially proceeding and classification of that point.  
 

3.2 Theoretical analysis and simulation of sound field 

The simulation of the sound field visualizes the complex sound propagation in the thin walls. 
It can show and quantify, if the selected sensor and excitation is able to generate a sound field 
which can cover the complete weld area and can generate reflections on defined defects of 
different defect sizes and geometries in different areas and depths of the samples with a 
sufficient signal-to-noise-ratio. Additionally, the simulation enables analysing of properties 
such like length of the near field, beam divergence and attenuation of the beam. Mainly the 
software CIVA 10.0b and the ESBeam-Tool were used. The Figure 4 shows an example of 
a not completely covered weld area due to diversion of the sound paths in the expanded weld 
geometry.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Example of simulation using ESBeam-Tool to demonstrate not complete covered weld area (red circle) 

due to Diversion of the sound paths (blue lines) in the expanded weld geometry 
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The major challenge in Ultrasonic testing of thin-walled pipes with lower outer diameter of 
the pipes is the strong defocussing of the sound beam, which is demonstrated in the 
simulation examples of Figure 5.  
 

 
Fig. 5. Example of simulation using CIVA to demonstrate strong defocussing effect: displayed are sound 

paths until intermediate reflection: left in a larger pipe, right in a small pipe  
 
It can be seen that in the larger pipe on the left side the defocussing effect is already clearly 
visible. In the smaller pipe in the right picture of Figure 5 the defocussing effect is extremely 
large and results in the fact, that the sound field will cover the complete wall after next 
reflection and additional some sound paths does not reach the back wall and others. 
 
Another large influence on the ultrasonic-measurements is the varying geometrically beam 
divergence in dependence of the beam angle. Figure 6 demonstrates this relationship for 3 
beam angles: with increasing beam angle the beam divergence increases, too.  
 

 
Fig. 6. Example of simulation using CIVA to demonstrate beam divergence effect due to varying beam angle 

for three different angles  
 
The simulation was used during the development of the HUGE-NDT-method to find the best 
configuration of sensor-parameter and setup and to understand the measurement effects. 
During the validation it was used to verify, that the used setup brings suitable results.  
 

3.3 Creation of Test blocks for empirical method 

The main part of the validation is the generation of statistical data for probability of detection 
(PoD) of different kinds of defects. Due to the large tolerances in the pipe geometries, weld 
specifications, weld execution and individual variation in application and using the test-
equipment by the test personal, an empirical method for the validation was used. That is why 
an empirical method was used. For an empirical method for validation three options are 
established:  

1) Systematically analysis of the influencing variables on the process 
2) Comparison of measurement results with reference measurements 
3) Comparison between different laboratories 
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The first method is very extensive and is just used in that cases, when method 2) and 3) are 
not applicable. Because there is a well suited reference method available using the established 
radiography method, the validation method 2 is the best in that case, and was used.  
 
The next challenge is the allocation of a defined number of test samples for that investigation. 
In order to be able to generate meaningful statistical data, a defined number of test samples 
of a defined geometry, material and kind of defect has to be available. It was determined a 
minimum number of 40 pieces for each variation of geometry and kind of defect for statistical 
analyses. The task was the validation of 4 kinds of geometry and 6 kinds of defects, so 
theoretically 960 test pieces would be needed (24 x 40). It seems to be clear, that large number 
of samples could not be generated with real defects, obtained from practical application. That 
is why it was decided to use samples with man-made defects. Furthermore the total number 
of test pieces can be reduced by inserting more than one defect per sample. With that, 80 test 
samples with defined defects were produced for each geometry by a welding company. The 
following Table 1 lists the logistic of the samples (altogether 320 samples).   

Table 1. logistic of the samples for validation  

Geometry 
 

Ø21.3 x 3.6 Ø31.8 x 4.0 Ø33.7 x 4.0 Ø60.3 x 5.6 

Kind of Defect 

cracks 40 test samples 
(1 to 40) 

40 test samples 
(1 to 40) 

40 test samples 
(1 to 40) 

40 test samples 
(1 to 40) lack of fusion 

porosity  
40 test samples 

(41 to 80) 

 
40 test samples 

(41 to 80) 

 
40 test samples 

(41 to 80) 

 
40 test samples 

(41 to 80) 
incomplete penetration 
excess penetration 
tungsten inclusions 

 
The following Figure 7 illustrates the arrangement of the man-made defects in the welds. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Arrangement of the man-made defects in the welds of each kind of geometry 

 
The test pieces were manufactured by welding of pipe segments in the defined geometry and 
of the defined material. During the welding, man-made defects were imputed in the weld. 
After manufacturing the test pieces the welds were analysed using radiography method to 
control the success of defective welding and to produce the reference data.  
 

3.4 Data Acquisition and Evaluation 

The data acquisition of the Ultrasonic Phased Array measurements occurs exactly 
appropriate to the inspection instruction by different persons and under frequent repetition of 
the calibration. After the data acquisition the data were analysed by using the defined 
assessment criteria written in the inspection instruction.  

http://dict.leo.org/ende/index_de.html#/search=assessment&searchLoc=0&resultOrder=basic&multiwordShowSingle=on
http://dict.leo.org/ende/index_de.html#/search=criteria&searchLoc=0&resultOrder=basic&multiwordShowSingle=on
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For each sample was recorded:  

- the number of inadmissible signals 
- the position of each signal: position regarding to the weld geometry, depth below 

surface and location on the diameter 
- amplitude difference to the registration level 
- beam angles, which did register the signal   

 
The personal, which performs the Ultrasonic measurements, did not know the results of the 
radiography measurements.  

4. Results  

For analysing, the data were compared with the reference data from radiography. The PoD 
was calculated related to the radiography data. Due to that and due to the known position of 
the defection by manufacturing man-made defects, for each kind of defect a separated PoD 
could be calculated. The results of these analysis are listed in the following Table 2.   
 

Table 2. Probability of Detection: Ultrasonic Phased array measurements in comparison with radiography 
measurements on validated geometries 

 Cracks  
 
 

(100) 

Lack of fusion/ 
incomplete 
penetration 
(400/402) 

Excess 
penetration  

 
(504) 

Porosity  
 
 

(200) 

Tungsten 
inclusions  

 
(300) 

Ø21.3 x 3.6 100% 92% 40% 29% 0% 
Ø31.8 x 4.0 100% 100% 37% 50% 8% 
Ø33.7 x 4.0 95% 97% 47% 59% 7% 
Ø60.3 x 5.6 100% 97% 44% 47% 18% 
all pipes 98% 96% 42% 45% 9% 

 
It can be seen, that all defects with notch effects have a very high probability of detection, 
which means cracks, lack of fusion and incomplete penetration. These kinds of defects are 
the most relevant one for thin-walled pipes, because they are the main failure source of these 
pipes. Excess penetration has a lower PoD of around 50%. This is because these defects could 
not be separated very well from geometry properties. Last but not least the porosity and 
tungsten inclusions are typical defects, which can be very good detected by radiography. 
Ultrasonic cannot really detect these defects due to the missing interaction with the sound 
field. The exclusion are cluster of pores, which represent a larger area of entrapped air then 
just one single pore and indeed can interact with the ultrasonic sound field. The PoD-data 
represent these expectations: the PoD of porosity and tungsten inclusions are very low, while 
the PoD of porosity is a little bit higher.  

5. Summary  

It was performed a Validation of a special Ultrasonic Phased Array method for 
circumferential welds at thin-walled pipes with wall thicknesses below 6 mm. The method 
was developed and tested and then the procedure was defined in an inspection instruction. 
Due to the method is currently excluded by actual standardization, a validation was 
performed for 4 different pipe geometries and 6 kinds of defects with the goal to use this 
method in regulated areas of coal-fired power plants. For the validation on one hand 
theoretical analysis using simulation of sound field were performed. On the other hand an 
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empirical study using a large number of test samples was performed. For that study a large 
number of samples with man-made defects in the weld were manufactured and analysed first 
with radiography and second with the ultrasonic method. As a result, the probability of 
detection could be calculated for each kind of geometry and each kind of defect in 
comparison to the radiography. As a result all defects with notch effects have a very high 
probability of detection of 95% and higher. These defects are cracks, lack of fusion and 
incomplete penetration, which are the most relevant defects for the remaining lifetime of 
welds in thin-walled pipes. With that the Ultrasonic method is very well suited to detect these 
defects, which could be verified objective using this validation. However, other weld defects 
such like porosity, tungsten inclusions and excess penetration do not have a high PoD, the 
Ultrasonic method is not very well suited for these defects. As a result of this very successful 
validation it was allowed for the service provider for non-destructive testing Ingenieurbüro 
Prüfdienst Uhlemann to apply the method in regulated areas of coal-fired power plants. Due 
to that the method was applied up to now on more than 8000 thin-walled welds in coal-fired 
power plants on ferritic steel as well as austenitic steel. By using this method, the 
maintenance times in the power plants could be minimized clearly, which brings enormous 
economization for the operators.  
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